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Efficiency and Security in a Small Form Factor
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Up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor
EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY IN A SMALL FORM FACTOR

INTELLIGENT FEATURES

**Powerful Computing:** no matter what your day may throw at you, manage your tasks efficiently with the 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i processors enhanced by AI-based technology along with the Intel® Evo™ 3 platform.

**Keeps up with You:** up to 16GB dual-channel LPDDR4X memory and up to 1TB SSD will implore applications to open, run, and render smoother and faster, allowing you to get more done in your workday.

**Connect to the World Faster:** connect to the Internet quicker regardless of how crowded the network is, and download and upload files in the blink of an eye, all thanks to Wi-Fi 6 technology.

**Enhanced Audiovisuals:** online meetings are a drag if the video and audio are not up to the mark. Equipped with Dolby® Atmos™ and Dolby® Vision™, you can not just engage in perfect VoIP calls but also enjoy the latest in entertainment in your free time.

SECURITY THAT ENHANCES USER EXPERIENCE

**Power On and Log In Instantly:** start your PC with just a touch. Smart Power On lets you power on and unlock the PC with your fingerprint in one step—like a smartphone.

**Camera That Has You Covered:** get all the privacy you need when using the HD camera with ThinkShutter—a physical shutter that can be used to block people from seeing you.

**Security Guaranteed:** when the mind is without fear, creativity flows. Lenovo understands this and adding to security features like Smart Power On and ThinkShutter, your key data is encrypted using a discrete trusted platform module (dTPM), ensuring your sensitive information is safe at all times.

BUILT STYLISHLY FOR TODAY’S WORKFORCE

**Unmatched Display:** with a screen to body ratio of over 90% and an aspect ratio of 16:10, you get a lot more screen in a small form factor. Its 400nits, TÜV Rheinland Eyecare-certified WQXGA LCD panel ensures you work with minimal eye fatigue, no matter how many hours you spend in front of your screen. Another feature that works for you is the Ambient Light Sensor (ALS). It detects ambient light and adjusts the brightness of the screen and turns the keyboard’s backlight on and off.

**Stunning and Portable:** Lenovo ThinkBook 13x looks good and is easy to carry around. Its dual-tone Storm Gray or Cloudy Gray top cover is guaranteed to get you a second look. Weighing less than 1.2kg and with a thickness of just 12.9mm, you will love showing this PC off.

**A Quiet Performer:** the 13x is designed to go about its day silently. With just one fan encased in its chassis along with ITS 4.0 technology, it possesses impeccable thermal performance, allowing you to work without worrying about overheating.

---
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RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

THINKBOOK BLUETOOTH SILENT MOUSE
PN: 4Y50X888XX
This tiny accessory will be the companion your PC deserves. Modern, low profile, ambidextrous design with silent buttons makes it a premium peripheral you won’t want to let go of. Get more precision and control with dual-host Bluetooth connectivity (with Microsoft SwiftPair) and 2-way scroll with on-the-fly DPI adjustment to up to 2400. Equipped with a blue optical sensor with track-on-glass compatibility, the mouse works on any glossy surface.

LENOVO CHARGING MAT
Fast, convenient, and powered by contact technology, the Lenovo Charging Mat makes for an excellent companion on the go. Declutter your desk space just by placing your PC on its silicon-finished surface. It comes with a USB Type-C port for charging and can be slipped into your laptop bag when moving around.

LENOVO USB-C 3-IN-1 HUB
PN: GX90T33021
The 3-in-1 hub is a handy and portable extension for your ultra-light PC. Connect to external displays and USB devices with its USB Type-C port. Sleek, compact, and weighing just 38gm, it fits right into your pocket so you can carry it around without a hassle.

www.lenovo.com
SERVICES AND SUPPORT:
ALL-ROUND CARE FOR YOUR
LENOVO THINKBOOK 13x

FLEXIBLE WARRANTY EXTENSIONS
AND UPGRADES
Lenovo ThinkBook 13x is covered with a 1-year base warranty and can be upgraded for a period of up to 5 years to extend the value of your investment.

ONE-CALL ACCESS TO PROFESSIONAL HELP
Premier Support service is an enhanced warranty plan that provides 24x7 direct access to the right level of tech support on the first call, on priority.

INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY SERVICE (IWS)
In case of any critical repair while traveling internationally, consistent support is available in the local language in over 30 countries worldwide.

COVERED FOR UNCERTAINTIES
Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

Keep Your Device (KYD) allows customers to keep their drives and dispose of business data on their terms, improving data security and ensuring compliance with data privacy and retention requirements.

Sealed Battery Warranty (SBTY) provides battery replacement for 2 years in the event of a battery failure.

DEVICE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Get flexible and 30% faster response with Lenovo Commercial Services.
- Onsite Next Business Day Response (NBD) and Technician Installed Customer Replaceable Unit (CRU)
- Expedited Depot Service
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PERFORMANCE

Processor
Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Operating System
Windows 10 Pro (64 bit)

Security
Default discrete TPM 2.0 (PRC fTPM)
Default Smart Power On (Touch fingerprint reader integrated with power button)
ThinkShutter

CONNECTIVITY

WLAN
Wi-Fi 6
Bluetooth® 5.0

Docking
USB-C Dock
Hybrid USB-C Dock
Universal Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock

Input/Output Ports
2 x Thunderbolt™ 4
1 x Combo Mic/Audio

DESIGN

Materials and Finish
Anodized Aluminum with dual-tone color on top cover. Single color on bottom cover

Hinge
180° lay-flat durable hinge

Display
13.3" WQXGA (2560 x 1600)
IPS anti-glare
400Nits Low Blue Light, Touchscreen
Dolby® Vision™
3.9mm narrow bezel (L/R)

Weight
Less than 1.2kg/2.65lbs.

Dimensions
298 x 209 x 12.9mm
11.73 x 8.22 x 0.50 inches

Keyboard
Full-size backlit keyboard
One-piece precision touchpad

Color
Storm Gray, Cloudy Gray

Camera
HD Cam with ThinkShutter

Audio
Harman Kardon Speaker (2 x 2W)
Dolby® Atmos™

Mics
4 high quality Mic (Lid close)

Battery
53Whr battery
Up to 15 hours¹

AC Adapter
65W Slim Type-C adapter
65W Wall Mount Type-C adapter² (supports RapidCharge)

Up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor
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1Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
2Optional.
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PERFORMANCE

Processor
Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Operating System
Windows 10 Pro (64 bit)

Memory
8/16GB dual-channel LPDDR4X

Graphics
Integrated Intel® UHD graphics on Unified Memory Architecture (UMA)

Storage
Up to 1TB M.2 PCIe Gen4 SSD

Camera
HD Cam with ThinkShutter

Audio
Harman Kardon Speaker (2 x 2W)
Dolby® Atmos™

Mics
4 high quality Mic (Lid close)

Battery
53Whr battery
Up to 15 hours¹

AC Adapter
65W Slim Type-C adapter
65W Wall Mount Type-C adapter² (supports RapidCharge)
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